Evaluating such properties of the odorants is a crude business at best when relying on behavioral inferences, but even such indirect inferences provide a preliminary step toward identifying and characterizing the odorants' chemical composition. Perhaps more importantly, understanding such properties is potentially relevant to issues of behavioral and ecological significance of the odorants and odor production. For example, Smith (1977) indicates that in social insects, alarm pheromones are more volatile, and diffuse farther and faster, than either trail pheromones or pheromones which serve to identify species or group membership. Although this is not to suggest that what is true for social insects should be true for rats, nor that reward odor or non reward odor can be appropriately considered pheromonal, it is clear that in the animal world there is a correspondence between functional and physical properties of naturally occurring odorants. This paper addresses the questions of perceptual differences and physical properties of reward and nonreward odors separately, then considers the relationship between the two.
Some Preliminary Considerations

A Perceptual Approach: Stimulus Centered
A perceptual approach to the phenomenon of reward and nonreward odors is stimulus centered, in contrast to approaches which emphasize mechanisms of action or implications for response tendencies. If we imagine a simple hypothetical diagram of most behavioral phenomena, it might look something like the following: Stimulus Representation'" Processing ["Decision Making"] ...
Response Initiation
Although the three components represented in this diagram are overlapping, interrelated, and not clearly separable, a perceptual approach could be considered one in which behavioral variability due to the response and processing components is minimized whereas variability due to the stimulus component is maximized (Arnoult, 1967) . For present purposes, the diagram looks as follows:
Odorant Retrieval of learned/unlearned associations Differential Representation'"
[Assessing "Meaning"] ... Response
In the work discussed here, processing demands are characteristically minimized: Either the rats can utilize readily available response tendencies, or, if learning is required, reward contingencies are simple. Likewise, response demands are minimized: The rat must traverse an alleyway, approach or leave a compartment, or lever press. Quantifiable response properties, such as speed of running, latency to respond, or rate of responding are examined for their covariation with manipulations which should systematically alter the odorants, such as varying the treatments administered to rats providing odorants, allowing odorants to accumulate across treated rats, or selectively removing and reinstating odorants. Much of the research bearing on the perceptual and physical properties of reward and nonreward odors has utilized a paradigm in which inferences are made about the odors from the running speeds of rats experiencing an unlearnable sequence of reward and non reward in an alleyway, but following at least one conspecific that has just encountered the test animal's about-to-be-encountered goal event (e.g., Ludvigson & Sytsma, 1967) . Although this has not been the only methodology for inferences about discriminable aspects of the odorants, its extensive use justifies some preliminary consideration of the nature of the paradigm, the response from which inferences are derived, and variables affecting odor production.
Patterned Responding as an Index of Odorant Properties
One experimental paradigm utilized was initially employed in the work of Ludvigson and Systma (1967) and Ludvigson (1969) and is here referred to as the squad technique to differentiate it from a donor-test technique. The squad technique is discussed in the Section Introduction by Ludvigson (this issue). (In particular, see Tables 2 and 3 , Figure 4 , and related discussion.) Here it is sufficient to note that with the squad technique, rats, excluding the first member of the squad, acquire a discrimination and exhibit patterned responding characterized by relatively fast running on their own rewarded trials and relatively slow running on their own nonrewarded trials. Each rat in the squad is a potential odor donor for subsequent rats and, with the exception of the first rat in the squad, also a test rat for odor production by preceding rats. (The first rat is solely an odor-donor, so long as the odor removal techniques applied at the outset of a trial are effective.)
A variation on the squad technique, here referred to as the donortest technique, involves utilizing separate sets of odor-donors and test rats. One or more odor-donors receive rewarded and nonrewarded placements in the goal box (e.g., Eslinger & Ludvigson, 1980a , 1980b or, in some studies, in the start box (e.g., Davis, Prytula, Noble, & Mollenhour, 1976; Prytula & Davis, 1976 ) of a straight alleyway. A test rat then receives a rewarded or non rewarded trial after its respective donor(s) has been rewarded or nonrewarded and removed from the apparatus. Here, too, if the differential treatments administered odordonors are correlated with the differential experiences of test rats, then test rats develop a tendency to traverse the alleyway rapidly when exposed to donor odors predictive of their own reward and slowly when exposed to donor odors predictive of nonreward; that is, they develop patterned responding. The squad and the donor-test techniques have been extensively used, and have proven useful, in attempts to analyze the odorants.
The Patterned Response
The extent to which patterned responding developed by either of the above procedures represents instrumental behavior under acquired stimulus control, as compared with a difference in unlearned reactions to the odors, is important for characterizing the mechanisms of action involved and, perhaps, the "meaning" of the odors for the rat, along with elucidating ecological functions of the odors and of odor production. It is not, however, a pivotal issue in considering the perceptual and physical properties of the odorants, nor in justifying use of these paradigms and patterned responding to illuminate pertinent stimulus properties.
It is worth noting, however, that with either the squad technique or the donor-test procedure , in principle, either learned or unlearned responding could be responsible for patterning. This situation exists because reward odor might both elicit approach and come to signal reward, leading the rat to run swiftly toward the goal box, while nonreward odor might both elicit avoidance and come to signal non reward , leading the rat to run slowly or not at all toward the goal box.
Despite this possibility, when the donor-test procedure has been utilized with donor placements in the goal box, patterned responding develops only slightly more quickly when goal events for donors and test rats are positively, rather than negatively, correlated. (Positive correlation: If donors receive reward, then test rats receive reward; and if donors receive non reward , then test rats received nonreward. Negative correlation: If donors receive reward, then test rats receive nonreward; and if donors receive nonreward, then test rats received reward.) That is, patterning emerges even when donors and recipients experience opposite goal box events, as long as the experiences of donors are reliably correlated, and hence predictive, of test rats' experiences (Eslinger & Ludvigson, 1980a) . Hence, it seems likely that patterned responding is largely a function of learned differential stimulus control of instrumental responding. That inference is bolstered by studies finding only weak or transient unlearned reactions to the odors (e.g., Collerain & Ludvigson, 1972 , 1977 .
Variables of Odorant Production
Though the most commonly utilized reward and nonreward events in these paradigms have been food and no food, respectively, stimulus control also appears when (a) the rewarding event consists of water (e.g., Davis, Bums, Howard, & Voorhees, 1982) ; (b) reward consists of food and food is always present in the goal box, but access to the food is sometimes prevented (Voorhees & Remley, 1981) ; and (c) food is always provided, but in differing quantities (e.g., Ludvigson, Mathis, & Choquette, 1985) . In addition, patterning is first noticed, and most exaggerated, in the vicinity of the goal box (Ludvigson, 1969; Ludvigson & Sytsma, 1967; Seago, Ludvigson, & Remley, 1970) , and anosmic rats do not develop the patterned responding, but will do so if provided with a differential visual cue (Seago, Ludvigson, & Remley, 1970) . Hence, patterning not only seems to be under olfactory control, but under the control of odorants emitted by the rats rather than from the differential smell of reward, per se.
Pertinent to the issue of conditions governing odor production are studies demonstrating patterned responding when the donor-test technique is used and donors are administered direct placements in the goal box or start box (Davis, Prytula, Noble, & Mollenhour, 1976; Eslinger & Ludvigson, 1980a , 1980b Prytula & Davis, 1976) . Because patterning occurs under these circumstances, it appears safe to conclude that rats need not make any substantial instrumental response in order for the experience of reward and nonreward to result in their production of odorants sufficiently salient to serve as effective stimuli for conspecifics. This conclusion gains further support from studies employing rewarded and non rewarded placements of odor donors in conjunction with measures of unlearned reactions in test rats (e.g., Collerain & Ludvigson, 1972; Mellgren et aI., 1973) , and from studies using instrumental responses other than patterned responding, such as goleft or go-right in a T maze after donors have been given placements at the choice point (e.g., Morrison & Ludvigson, 1970) . It seems that rats producing the odorants need only sufficient experience with rewarded and nonrewarded treatments in a common context for these treatments to result in odor production. Whatever the discriminable difference may be between reward and non reward odorants, and whatever physical properties may characterize these odorants, rats apparently emit them upon encountering the dispenser, with or without food present, or cues signaling the status of the dispenser (Ludvigson, Mathis, & Choquette, 1985) .
If the anatomical origin of the odorants were known, one could collect them at their source, manipulate them in vitro, not only assessing their control of responding rather directly, but also analyzing their chemical properties and constitution as well. Unfortunately, studies attempting to isolate the anatomical origins of these odors have eliminated some possibilities and identified none. Ludvigson and Duell (this issue) examined the role of urine and concluded more urine is in fact deposited on nonreward trials than on reward trials, but it appears to bear no clear or necessary relation to odor-controlled responding. McNeese (1975) investigated the involvement of the androgendependent, accessory reproductive glands i n male rats by gonadectomizing them . Gonadectomy did not, however, prevent rats from providing the differential olfactory cues to support patterned responding in conspecifics. Weaver, Whiteside, Janzen, Moore, and Davis (1982) were not able to eliminate or prevent patterned responding in test rats by covering the footpad sweat glands of odor donors with an aerosol polyurethane; hence, this does not appear to be a source for reward and nonreward odors. In fact, the patterning became markedly stronger (R speeds increased slightly and N speeds decreased sharply), a finding consistent with the inference that discriminative odor cues occur in a context of nondifferential odors, with a significant proportion of nondifferential odors coming from the rat's footpad. Eliminating some of the nondifferential context, then, renders the discriminative odors more salient. Finally, Nash, Anderson, Reed, Parrish, and Davis (1986) failed to find evidence for harderian gland secretions as the source of reward and nonreward odors.
Given these results, reflecting current inability to collect the odorant directly from the rat, it has only been possible to adopt a rather roundabout or crude approach to inferences regarding perceptual and physical properties of the odorants. That approach involves altering the environment where the odors are occurring (e.g., selectively clean), or altering the rats contributing the odors (e.g., change which rats contribute), and then assessing changes in responding by test rats when exposed to such altered conditions of the odorants. Though cumbersome and indirect, this approach has produced some surprising and interesting results.
Reward and Nonreward Odors As Perceptual Events
Odor of Nonreward
The evidence seems clear that nonreward in the presence of cues previously associated, at least in part, with reward is sufficient to lead rats to produce an odor which con specifics can detect and differentiate from the odor of either a rat (a) with a similar reward history receiving reward or (b) with no relevant reward history receiving nonreward. Evidence comes from both studies of unlearned and learned responses of test rats. Collerain and Ludvigson (1972) used approach and avoidance to index responsiveness to treatment odors. In one experiment, donor rats received sometimes rewarded and other times nonrewarded placements in the goal compartment of one arm of a T maze, and test rats were alternately given a choice between either odors from nonreward placements versus a "clean" box (i.e., a cleaned box presumably containing only general-context ambient odors) or odors from rewarded placements versus a clean box. These tests were repeated in a second experiment, but additional ("neutral-" or "habituated-odor") donors, which never received food in the maze, were also placed into the goal boxes in the manner of the sometimesrewarded donors. The alternatives for a second group of test rats, arising from the neutral-odor donors, were any odorants left by these neverrewarded donors versus a clean box. Test rats reliably avoided the arm with the odors from nonrewarded placements, though the aversion diminished with continued tests. In contrast, test rats responded at chance level when the alternatives were either odors from rewarded placements versus a clean box or odors from never-rewarded donors versus a clean box. Mellgren et al. (1973) measured the latency with which test rats approached and left the center compartment of a three-compartment apparatus. The center compartment contained paper which had been present when a donor rat had either (a) received water reward, (b) failed to receive water reward after a previous period of reward, or (c) received nonreward, but had never received any prior reward in the apparatus. The two end compartments always contained clean paper on the floors. Test rats approached the center compartment more slowly and left more quickly when non reward odor from previously rewarded donor rats was in the center compartment, as compared with odor from never-rewarded rats.
Morrison and Ludvigson (1970) administered intermittently rewarded placements to donor rats at the choice point of an enclosed T maze. Any odors emitted by these donors were then the only cues available to guide test subjects at the choice point to turn either right or left to reach reward. Reward was randomly available to the test animals at the end of one or the other of the arms of the T maze, depending on the putative odor present at the choice point. A putative odor at the choice point was (a) R, from a 30-s rewarded placement of a donor, (b) N, from a 30-s non rewarded placement of a donor, or (c) C or "clean ," from clean paper on the floor. Four groups had one cue of the following pairs available on successive trials, (a) R vs. N, (b) R vs. C, (c) N vs. C, or (d) C vs. C, a control for extraneous discriminative odors not produced by the experimental manipulations, for example, odor from the food itself in the correct arm. Test rats achieved a reliable level of discrimination when required to differentiate between R versus N or N versus C. There appeared to be an early discrimination between R versus C, which disappeared over trials, suggesting an early odor associated with emotionality arising from the transient novelty of the task. Importantly, the C versus C conditions led to no discrimination, indicating the test animals could not detect the location of the reward itself in the maze.
The design of the Morrison and Ludvigson (1970) study not only allowed differential odors, if present, to acquire instrumental control over responding as in the straight-alley experiments, it also eliminated a confound inherent in most of the alley patterning studies. In alley studies in which a sequence of animals all receive the same goal event on a given trial, any discriminative control by odors from preceding animals cannot be separated from "any capacity of the odorant to slow a running response through an unconditioned 'avoidance' or 'alarm' reaction or through novelty or stimulus change" (Morrison & Ludvigson, 1970, p. 904) .
Taken together, these studies implicate, at minimum, an odor arising from donors experiencing frustrative nonreward. This odor is perceptually different to rats from odors characterizing rewarded or never-rewarded conspecifics. Without revealing whether non reward odor is qualitatively and/or quantitatively different from these other odors, the studies are nevertheless compelling evidence for the presence of some olfactory difference.
In later studies, Collerain and Ludvigson (1977) demonstrated that test rats will perform a hurdle-jump response to escape from the goal box of a straight alleyway when intermittently rewarded donor rats had just received a non rewarded running trial in the alleyway. Escape latencies were shorter following donor non reward than either reward given these same donors or the presence of never-rewarded donors. Furthermore, other donors shifted from continuous reward to extinction seemed to produce a non reward odor during extinction which was capable of eliciting faster escape in test rats than was an odor from donors shifted from intermittent reward to extinction.
These data are not only further support for the view that an odor following non reward is different from the odor a rat might typically leave or leave following reward, they also suggest non reward odor might vary depending on the exuding rat's particular experiences prior to nonreward. Indeed, a subsequent study (Collerain, 1978) showed that hurdle-jump escape latencies in test animals' response to the odor might shed light on trial-to-trial changes in the frustration reaction of donor rats experiencing nonreward, because the odor stimulus itself, a possible index of the frustration reaction, might change with the magnitude of the frustration reaction. Exactly what kind of variation in odorant might accompany a varying frustration reaction cannot be inferred with certainty-one naturally imagines a quantitative or concentration variation, but a qualitative one cannot be ruled out. One thing seems clear, however: Various factors might affect the saliency of the odor stimulus produced by rats, thereby altering the responsiveness of test rats and, presumably, their perceptual experiences.
Odor of Reward
Some of the studies cited above also support inferences about odors produced by rats in response to reward experiences, but the evidence is somewhat more mixed than that leading to inferences about odors associated with non rewarded experiences. Collerain and Ludvigson (1972) found that rats would avoid the arm of a T maze where a nonrewarded donor had been and approach the opposite clean arm. However, rats exhibited no differential choice between either an arm where a never-rewarded donor or a rewarded donor had been when these alternatives were pitted against a clean arm. This could suggest that the only distinctive odor is one from nonreward, but the absence of differential choice responses with the other odors, including reward odor, may reflect only the absence of appropriate motivation, not the absence of a difference in odor, since this sort of test relies on untrained tendencies. That is, the absence of a performance difference might not accurately reflect the absence of a perceptual difference.
A discrimination test is more sensitive because it provides appropriate motivation and reward to enhance the likelihood of a performance difference if there is a perceptual difference. As discussed above, Morrison and Ludvigson (1970) found that rats did not learn a goleft/go-right discrimination in a T maze, when the rats were required to discriminate whether a rewarded donor had been present, or no donor had been present, at the choice point of the T maze. Rats could readily learn the discrimination with non reward odor versus reward odor as the discriminative cues. Neither the Collerain and Ludvigson (1972) nor the Morrison and Ludvigson (1970) study supports an inference of a separate reward odor.
In contrast, the Mellgren et al. (1973) study, described previously, found rats were faster to approach and slower to leave the center compartment of their apparatus when the center compartment contained paper upon which a donor had been rewarded with water, as compared with paper upon which a never-rewarded donor had been present. Collerain and Ludvigson (1977) also provided data implicating the presence of a reward odor and suggesting some inferences about circumstances governing its production. Utilizing the hurdle-jump escape task described previously, these investigators found that escape latencies by test rats were longer in the presence of reward odor than in the presence of either a clean goal box or one that had held a neverrewarded donor. This tendency persisted in test rats responding to the reward odor of intermittently rewarded donors, but did not persist in test rats responding to the reward odor from continuously rewarded donors. Collerain and Ludvigson suggested that continuously rewarded donors may eventually reduce their production of reward odor, thereby leading to a loss of the longer escape latencies by test rats; in contrast, odor production may continue, and hence maintain longer escape latencies, when reward for donors is intermittently mixed with nonreward. A distinctive reward odor may only be consistently produced when donors experience intermittent reward, just as a distinctive nonreward odor may be produced only when reward is intermittent.
Why the rats in the Morrison and Ludvigson (1970) study could not learn to discriminate reward odor, arising from intermittently rewarded donors, from clean paper is not clear. Nevertheless, although reward, intermittent or otherwise, does not have the consistent support as an odor-producing condition that frustrative non reward has, there is enough evidence to implicate the presence and influence of reward odors at least under some circumstances.
Discriminating Between Reward and Nonreward Odors
The evidence reviewed thus far suggests that rats exude an odor following nonreward that is discriminably different from other odors they might exude normally or in response to reward. The experience of reward, at least when intermittently interspersed among nonrewards, appe,ars to also result in the production of an odor which is different, at least in some cases, from the odor rats might exude normally. Some of the most revealing evidence bearing on the ability of rats to differentiate odors of conspecifics having experienced reward as compared with nonreward, as well as the means by which they do so, comes from use of the squad and donor-test techniques, described previously, and the patterned responding tendency of rats trained in the straight alleyway to discriminate between these two sets of odors.
Similarity of odorants across conspecifics. Whatever the olfactory differential between reward and nonreward odors may be, the odorants do not appear to be unique to particular rats. Evidence for this assertion comes from studies in which donors were varied throughout training or interchanged after an initial phase with unchanging donors. Neither varying the donors throughout training nor switching donors after initial training appears to have much impact on the ability of rats to acquire or maintain a discrimination between reward and non reward odors. Eslinger and Ludvigson (1980b) , utilizing the donor-test technique, first administered double-alternation reward and nonreward placements to male and female donor rats in the goal box of a straight alleyway. Male and female test rats were assigned their own same-sex donor and received 96 trials with their donor. The test rats acquired the characteristic patterned responding-fast on rewarded trials and slow on nonrewarded trials. In a second phase, same-sex donor-test pairs were used, but same-sex donors were randomly assigned to test rats from a pool each day. Despite this change in odor source, patterned responding by test rats continued throughout the 32 trials of this phase. In a third phase consisting of 32 additional trials, male and female donors were randomly assigned from a pool to male and female test rats, yielding not only variation in the particular donors from day to day but also variation in gender of the donors. Again, patterned responding continued unabated in test rats. These data suggest that the controlling differential between reward and nonreward odors is itself similar across male and female, as well as individual, rats-at least sufficiently similar so as not to disrupt discrimination by test rats when donors are changed. This is not to imply that there are no differences across rats in the reward and nonreward odor complexes they may exude, but rather, if other differences exist they appear not to be the source of control over patterned responding.
The conspecific similarity notion gains support from two additional studies in which rats were shown to acquire or maintain a discrimination between reward and non reward odors despite the fact that these odors were provided by a variable set of donors. Taylor and Ludvigson (1983) utilized the squad technique with three-member squads. Composition of a squad remained constant within a day but varied across days, such that any given rat experienced continuous variation across days in which other rats preceded it in the alleyway. Despite this variation, squad members demonstrated reliable patterned responding when occupying the second and third squad positions.
Finally, Taylor and Ludvigson (1987) rewarded and nonrewarded test rats for a lever-press response contingent on odors transported by air from compartments in which donors were given rewarded and nonrewarded placements. In the first phase, squads of three donors were assigned to particular test rats, and test rats acquired the discrimination. In a second phase, despite interchanging donor squads for test rats, reliable levels of discrimination continued with little or no disruption.
Given that there is a controlling, relatively unchanging, differential between reward and non reward odorants exuded across rats, it seems reasonable to conclude that test rats perceive some similarity across conspecifics in either reward and/or nonreward odorants. The conclusion must be qualified by saying either reward and/or nonreward, because in each of the studies discussed, test rats were discriminating between odors from one or more donors when they received reward as opposed to nonreward. Such a discrimination could, in principle, be achieved if only the reward odor or only the non reward odor were actually in control and similar across conspecifics. Consequently, these studies do not permit one to conclude whether the con specific similarity notion is applicable to one or both types of odorants, but they do implicate a conspecific similarity with regard to at least one of the two odorants.
Perceptual similarity of reward and non reward odors. Rats can differentiate between the odors arising from intermittently rewarded con specifics when the con specifics have experienced reward as opposed to nonreward. Are there studies which permit inferences about the degree and nature of this perceptual difference? Two studies published by Taylor and Ludvigson (1980a, 1980b) lend themselves to such inferences.
Utilizing the squad technique, Taylor and Ludvigson (1980a) examined patterned responding as a function of selectively removing odors after each squad member on rewarded, non rewarded , and both kinds of trials. A straight alleyway equipped with a Plexiglas top, an air exhaust system, and paper flooring was employed, and each member of the seven-member squad received eight daily trials, four rewarded and four nonrewarded, according to an unpredictable sequence. Mean daily speeds for Subjects 2-7 in the goal box section of the alleyway are provided in Figure 1 . In Figure 1 , treatments are represented at the top by the letters R (reward) and N (non reward) , each followed by either a plus or minus sign to indicate that odors were left undisturbed or removed, respectively. Panel A of the figure shows the last 2 days of patterned responding established by a previous extensive period of training with odors undisturbed on both Rand N trials (R+N+). As may be seen in Panel B (R-N-), cleaning the alleyway by changing the paper flooring and exhausting the air after each rat on both rewarded and nonrewarded trials eliminated patterned responding, indicating that the cleaning was effective in removing the controlling stimuli. In Panel C, odors were once again left undisturbed on both Rand N trials and patterning recovered. Then, in Panel 0 (R-N+), cleaning the alleyway after each rat on rewarded trials failed to disrupt patterning; in fact the magnitude of patterned responding actually increased, largely because rats ran faster on clean rewarded trials than they had when the alleyway remained undisturbed. Panel E represents a return to R+N+ conditions. It is noteworthy that the magnitude of discrimination actually diminished with the reintroduction of odors on R trials, both because R speeds decreased and N speeds increased, as if an N odor versus clean discrimination were easier than N odor versus R odor. The most dramatic of the effects occurred in Panel F (R+N-), when odors were removed on non rewarded trials only. As may be seen, response patterning initially reversed itself with rats actually running faster on non rewarded trials than rewarded trials, although "appropriate" patterned responding was eventually reestablished. Finally, cleaning on both kinds of trials (R-N-) once again eliminated patterning (Panel G). Taylor and Ludvigson (1980b) replicated these effects in a second study, discussed below, which also included independent manipulations of the paper flooring and alleyway air in an effort to assess physical properties and the locus of the nonreward odorant (see Figure 2) .
What do these data suggest about the rat's perceptual categorization of the odorants? First, the rat must perceive an odor arising from both reward and nonreward of conspecifics rather than only one of these treatments. Patterned responding was maintained despite removal of odors on rewarded trials (Panel 0 in Figure 1 and Panels Band 0 in Figure 2 ) and, although initially disrupted, patterning was exhibited despite removal of odors on nonrewarded trials (Panel F in Figure 1 and Panel H in Figure 2) . Second, although discriminable, the rat must perceive some similarity between reward and nonreward odorants.
A similarity between reward and nonreward odors is suggested by two observations. First, the magnitude of patterned responding was greater when rats discriminated undisturbed nonreward odorants versus a clean alleyway (Panel 0 in Figure 1 and Panels Band 0 in Figure 2 odorants (Panels A, C, and E in Figure 1 and Panels A and G in Figure 2) . Assuming a greater magnitude of discrimination reflects greater odorant differences, this result would be expected if reward and non reward odors were more similar than nonreward and clean. Second, when shifted from discriminating undisturbed nonreward odorants versus undisturbed reward odorants (Panel E in Figure 1 and Panel G in Figure 2 ) to a clean alleyway versus undisturbed reward odorants (Panel F in Figure 1 and Panel H in Figure 2 ) rats initially ran faster in the clean alleyway (i.e. , nonrewarded trials) than they did in the presence of reward odorants (i.e., rewarded trials). This pattern suggests the slow response to nonreward odor was to some extent generalizing to a (similar) reward odor and holding down speed to it. Removal of reward odor then removed the similar stimulus and permitted the response to rise. If magnitude of terminal response patterning in a phase of testing (i.e., the difference in goal box speeds between rewarded and nonrewarded trials) is used as a rough index of perceptual distance between odorants, it is possible to estimate, in a relative sense, the distance between odors of reward and clean , odors of nonreward and clean, and odors of reward and nonreward. The rank order of these distances is then an indicator of relative degree of perceptual similarity among the three odor conditions. Table 1 presents these responsepatterning magnitudes, based on the last day of a phase, and indicates the panels in Figures 1 and 2 from which they arise. Table 1 Goal-Speed Differences (m/s) Between Rand N Goal Speeds on the Last Day of Phases as Estimates of the Psychological Distance Between Reward Odor and Clean (r-c) , Nonreward Odor and Clean (n-c) , or Reward Odor and Nonreward Odor (r-n). .
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The differences suggest that nonreward odor is perceptually more distant from clean odor than is reward odor since the difference n -c is greater than the difference r -c. In addition, since the difference r -n is less than n -c, reward odor appears to lie perceptually somewhere between non reward odor and clean odor. However, the number of dimensions of this perceptual space cannot be determined, which means inferences cannot be made about perception of different odorant qualities, as opposed to different quantities of the same odorant. That is, the odorant complexes, and surely there must be a complex of odors in each case, might differ quantitatively and/or qualitatively, with one or both of these properties differentiating the two odorant complexes. Data bearing on the nature of the differential will be presented after discussion of inferences about physical properties of the odorants based on behavioral and preliminary gas chromatographic data.
Physical Properties of Reward and Nonreward Odorants
Locus of Odorants
Taylor and Ludvigson (1980b) , discussed above (see Figure 2 ), examined whether odorants on nonrewarded trials might be found both on the paper and in the air of the alleyway. Comparisons were made of the effects of either replacing the paper flooring or exhausting the alleyway air for 60 s after each rat on non rewarded trials, against leaving nonreward odors undisturbed. Both the paper replacement and the alleyway exhaust were used after each rat on rewarded trials. In Figure  2 , Panel F shows what happened when the alleyway was cleaned after each rat on both rewarded and nonrewarded trials (R-N-). The loss of discrimination during this phase suggests that odor control via paper and air replacement was effective, permitting further inferences.
Because R odor was presumably absent in Panels Band D (Condition R-N+), they provide a baseline for judging effects of clean paper, as against clean air, on perception of N odor. Panels C (Condition R-N+/-) and E (Condition R-N-/+), then, represent the individual effects of clean air and paper, respectively, on perception of nonrewarded odor in the absence of reward odor. Obviously, both treatments degraded the rat's ability to discriminate the nonreward condition from the clean (i.e., R-) condition, but neither completely eliminated it. Therefore, it appears that some of the odorant available to conspecifics is present on the paper covering the floor, though some could be released directly into the air. One might surmise that were paper the sole source of the odorant, then removing it (Panel E) should have been more disruptive than it was. However, it is difficult to estimate the extent to which odorant volatilized from paper might remain, following paper removal, in concentrations sufficient to support discrimination.
Some studies have indicated that rats tend to be more active following nonreward than reward (e.g., Gallup & Altomari, 1969; Gallup & Hare, 1969; Tacker & Way, 1968) . This raises the possibility that rats might differently disperse an odor onto the flooring and/or into the air on rewarded, as opposed to non rewarded trials, even if it were the same odorant. Furthermore, greater activity could conceivably heighten rate of emission and thereby engender greater concentration of odorant. On non rewarded versus rewarded trials, conspecifics might then encounter different spatial gradients of odor. Although it is conceivable that such gradients form part of the nonreward-and reward-odor complexes in the alleyway situation, they appear not to be a necessary basis for discriminating these two conditions, because Taylor and Ludvigson (1987) successfully demonstrated that an airstream transporting odors from the treatment site to a conspecific in an operant chamber could effectively capture differential olfactory cues that acquired control over lever-pressing. This study will be discussed in more detail below, because results of certain tests conducted in that study bear on the issue of qualitative and/or quantitative differences in the odorants.
Volatility
Knowledge of the volatility of the odorants can contribute to an understanding of their ecological role, as well as their sensory and perceptual nature. Low volatile substances can be expected to dissipate less quickly than high volatile substances. Based strictly on procedural details of running rats in a patterned responding or similar study, it is likely that anywhere from 60 to 90 s commonly intervene between a donor rat experiencing reward or nonreward and the next rat encountering that environment. Thus, one would not suspect the odorants to be extremely volatile, because they stay around at least this long so as to affect the subsequent rat, and do not dissipate when the apparatus top is temporarily opened to extract the donating rat. Further, in the Taylor and Ludvigson (1980b) study the odorant on nonrewarded trials survived on surfaces despite having the air drawn over them for 60 s, and survived in the air despite having the paper pulled out from underneath it. Nevertheless, Pitt, Davis, and Brown (1973) were able to control the availability of odorants, and hence expression of patterned responding, by leaving or not leaving a plastic cover on their apparatus, so it is apparently possible for the odorants to dissipate so as not to function as effective cues in this type of task.
In short, the odorants must have a certain durability, although that does not rule out the possibility that they might change in concentration, if not chemically, and perceptually over time or when permitted maximal opportunity to dissipate. Ludvigson (1977) has, however, reported that frustrative nonreward results in an odor that is nearly constant in its behavioral potency for at least 15 min following emission (the longest interval tested) in a covered apparatus, a finding consistent with an inference of a less-than-highly volatile odorant, if not suggestive of a relatively low-volatile odorant.
A variety of studies have reported evidence for a cumulative nature to the odorants across rats. This, too, is consistent with the notion that odorants manifest some endurance. Seago, Ludvigson, and Remley (1970) provided data showing that the magnitude of patterned responding (speed on rewarded trials minus speed on non rewarded trials) increases over at least the first five or six rats in a squad exposed to odorants, perhaps reaching a behavioral asymptote thereafter. Prytula, Davis, and Fanning (1981) reported both faster speeds on rewarded trials and slower speeds on nonrewarded trials in the goal box area by terminal, relative to initial, subjects in a squad. In addition, naive subjects inserted among trained subjects, acquired patterned responding more quickly if they occupied a late-squad position as compared with an early-squad position.
Because squad members were-always run in a constant order in these studies, it is possible that something other than odor accumulation could have been responsible for more salient cues being available to rats run later in the squad. For example, emissions could be idiosyncratic and of different salience, with rats in later positions realizing an advantage because of a greater likelihood that at least one emission of previous rats would be highly salient and hence, readily associated with the goal event. A study by Taylor and Ludvigson (1983) , however, suggests this is not likely. Employing a short alleyway, squad membership in three-member squads was varied continuously throughout training, with squad position manipulated within subjects. No patterning was shown by rats in the first squad position, but it did appear in the second position and was largest in the third position. Speeds on rewarded trials stayed virtually the same across squad positions, but speeds on nonrewarded trials decreased successively from the first to the third squad position. It seems safe to conclude, then, that at least the odorant produced when rats experience nonreward, and perhaps the odorant produced in response to reward as well, accumulates, increasing in quantity with successive rats, and is therefore likely to be somewhat stabile and less than highly volatile.
Gas Chromatographic Analyses
An understanding of the chemical composition of odorants from rewarded and nonrewarded rats is in its infancy and has been for some time. Such analyses could contribute to a chemical characterization of the odorants and to a better understanding of the chemoreception associated with these odorants. Eslinger, Ludvigson, and Reinecke (1980) examined gas-liquid chromatograms from volatile materials taken from paper flooring that had been present in the alleyway as donor rats received intermittent reward and exhibited patterned responding. Analyses were also made of volatiles from papers that were clean, papers that had rat urine placed onto them, papers from the alleyway but upon which rats with no history of reward and nonreward in the apparatus had traversed, and papers upon which food crumbs had been crushed. Gas liquid chromatography separates components in a chemical mixture qualitatively, reflected in location of peaks on the chromatogram, and quantitatively, reflected in the area under a peak. Comparison of peaks across specimens of interest analyzed by chromatography can be revealing.
In the Eslinger et al. study, a comparison of location and magnitude of peaks from the specimens mentioned above showed that only paper samples with food crumbs crushed on them produced a unique peak. That finding is important as further evidence that whatever odor may result from a reward treatment is unlikely to be odor of the food used as reward, because this unique peak was absent from reward-odor samples. Four peaks from nonreward-odor paper were found to be larger than comparable peaks on clean paper. These four peaks were also larger than comparable peaks from reward-odor paper, though only two of these were statistically significant. These reward-odor peaks were larger than comparable clean-odor peaks, though not significantly so. However, chromatograms from animals with no alleyway history of reward and nonreward and from papers upon which urine had been placed were different from the reward-odor samples as well, but not distinguishable from the non reward-odor samples.
The authors suggested that a discriminable difference might arise "from a reduction on rewarded trials of something normally found in the urine," but also acknowledged that "It is possible that the behaviorally important materials are of very low concentration, or that they are of low volatility affecting the vomeronasal organ." Though the speculation about low volatility was plausible enough for these chemical analyses, later behavioral data, discussed below, would implicate just the opposite inference, namely, that the critical components are of relatively high volatility. The Eslinger et al. odor-collection technique of transferring paper flooring could have failed to detect either very low-volatile components, because insufficient material vaporized, or very highvolatile components, because they were lost when papers were transferred from the rat chamber to the gas chromatograph. Nevertheless, there appears to be no gas-chromatographic evidence, at this time, for qualitatively different odorants on paper flooring taken from the alleyway following reward and non reward. On balance, these results are consistent with some quantitative differential on the papers.
Perceptual Differences and Physical Properties
A study by Taylor and Ludvigson (1987) sheds some light on the perceptual basis by which odors of reward and nonreward are differentiated, as well as the relationship between physical properties of the odorants and perceived differences. Using a discrete-trial, olfactory discrimination procedure, a test rat was differentially reinforced for lever pressing in an operant chamber as a function of putatively different transported odorants coming from donor rats. On a given trial, three donors simultaneously received either reward or nonreward in small compartments connected to an olfactometer. Then, the olfactometer combined air from these compartments and delivered it to a test rat in the operant chamber. The air, transporting available odorants from the donor compartments, flowed into the operant chamber for an interval of time averaging 20 s, but varying randomly between 3.75 sand 36.25 s across trials. At the end of the interval on an S+ trial, reinforcement was set up, and the test rat was reinforced for the next lever press; on an Strial, the trial terminated at the end of the interval and reinforcement was not available to the test rat.
Each of two test rats was differentially reinforced as a function of the treatment administered its donors. For Test Rat 1, odors from foodrewarded donors served as an S+ discriminative stimulus, signaling reward, with the test rat receiving food reinforcement at the end of the variable interval. Similarly, when Test Rat 1 's donors were nonrewarded, their odors served as S-, with the interval ending without reinforcement for the test rat. For Test Rat 2, odors from its donors' nonrewarded trials served as S+, and odors from its donors' food-rewarded trials served as S-. In each session donors received four rewarded and four nonrewarded placements, and test rats received four S+ and four Strials on a variable, unlearnable schedule. For each test rat, records were kept of (a) duration of exposure to air transporting a given odorant, and (b) number of lever-press responses in the presence of that odorant. Rates of responding in the presence of S+ and S-were then computed for each test rat by summing observations across four trials and dividing total responses by total duration. These data are presented in Figure 3 as a function of donor experiences and specific attempts to manipulate the collection and transport of odorants. Test rats progressed through four separate phases in the sequence A B A CDC.
Sessions
Figure 3. Lever presses/minute during Experiment 1 by Test Rat 1 (top) when rewarded in presence of reward odors (R+) , and nonrewarded in presence of nonreward odors (N-) ; and by Test Rat 2 (bottom) when rewarded in the presence of nonreward odors (N+), and non rewarded in the presence of reward odors (R-). (No data were collected from Rat 2 on Day 27 because it appeared ill.) [After Taylor & Ludvigson, 1987, Fig. 2] During Phase A, donors remained in their separate placement boxes after the tops were momentarily retracted to remove the food cup, and air was passed through all three boxes and combined for transport to the respective test rat. As may be seen in Figure 3 , both test rats acquired substantial differential responding during this phase. Donor squads were interchanged for test rats in Phase 8 with no substantial diminution of differential responding. In Phase C donors were removed from their boxes at the time of food-cup removal, but this too failed to eliminate the odor differential controlling the responding of test rats. Finally, in Phase D, paper taken from the floor of placement boxes after administration of a treatment to the donors was placed in a clean box and this air was transported to test rats. The loss of discrimination by test rats indicates that this collection procedure failed to maintain effective levels of the controlling odorants. Test rats recovered their discriminations upon a return to Phase-C conditions.
The loss of discrimination in Phase D suggests an explanation why Eslinger et al. (1980) were unable to detect the critical reward-nonreward odor differences using gas chromatography. If the critical odors are of high volatility, they would simply have been lost in the process of moving the paper flooring from one location to another. That would also explain why Taylor and Ludvigson (1986) found no behavioral evidence of discrimination of odors from paper flooring used by rats getting R, N, or neutral experiences when the paper flooring, but not the air, served as the discriminative stimulus, despite clear discrimination of paper flooring from clean paper. Nonreward, reward, and neutral treatments apparently yield common odorous components which can be readily captured on paper, but differential components appear to be sufficiently volatile to be easily lost in a transfer of flooring.
The significance of these data, particularly the loss of discrimination by test rats in Phase D, is best considered within the context of a second experiment utilizing the same rats and contained in the Taylor and Ludvigson (1987) report. The procedure was similar to that of the first experiment with two exceptions. First, members of a donor squad were given treatments successively in a single placement compartment rather than simultaneously in separate donor compartments. Second, the number of donor placements per test trial was varied between three and six to assess whether increasing the number of donor samples yielded better discrimination. While continuing to receive a total of four rewarded and four nonrewarded placements per session, three donors were successively given either a single like goal event (e.g., reward for Donors 1, 2, 3, in order) or two successive like goal events (e.g., reward for Donors 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, in order) before the air was transported to the test rat and then the apparatus cleaned. In each session the single rotation was used twice, resulting in three S+ and three S-trials for each test rat, with two of each kind using an odorant from three donations and one of each kind using an odorant from six donations.
Data are provided in Figure 4 . However, Figure 4 does not present data for six versus three donations separately, because there was not the least suggestion that differential responding by test rats was affected by this variation in any phase of the experiment. Hence, Figure 4 reflects mean rate of responding by each test rat across three S+ and three Spresentations each session regardless of the number of donations contributing to the samples. and by Test Rat 2 (bottom) when rewarded in the presence of nonreward odors (N+) and nonrewarded in the presence of reward odors (R-) . On Day 10, only odor of clean paper was presented and rewarded on half the trials, resulting in an average response rate specified by the "C" for that day. [After Taylor & Ludvigson , 1987, Fig . 3] In Phase A, similar to Phase C of the first experiment, all donors were removed from the box before transporting odorants, and test rats discriminated well. During Phase B paper flooring was transferred from the box in which donors received the trial to a clean box, and air was passed through the latter. As in Phase D of the first experiment, differential responding by test rats collapsed, suggesting the absence of any salient quantities of the controlling odorants. Again, assuming that having six donors results in a more concentrated sample than that generated by three donors, this greater concentration was still inadequate to produce an effective cue on transferred paper flooring.
On Day 10 of this second experiment, test rats were presented with air from a clean placement box with clean paper on the floor. Both test rats responded at a high, nondifferential rate not unlike that exhibited when presented with transferred paper flooring in Phase B, and similar to the rate characteristically exhibited to the S+ odorant. Transferred paper flooring from donor boxes seems to be treated like clean-paper flooring in this task.
The abrupt change in response going from Phase A (discrimination training) to Phase B and the data from Session 10 are particularly revealing for the rat's perception of reward and nonreward odorants. In Phase B, when only the paper flooring provided cues, or in Session 10, when only clean paper provided cues, discrimination failed, and speeds approximated the level ordinarily maintained by an S+ cue. Significantly, because both test rats responded in similar fashion in the apparent absence of odorant, yet one was trained with R odor as S+ and the other trained with N odor as S+, a mere quantitative (concentration) differential between reward and non reward odorants fails to explain the results.
If one were to assume, for example, that nonreward and reward odorants are qualitatively the same, but nonreward odorant is quantitatively greater (more concentrated), and this strong-versus-weak concentration differential mediated test rats' discriminations, then the similarity in nondifferential responding by the two test rats in Phase B and Session 10 is inexplicable. Test Rat 1, for whom reward odorant was S+, would have been expected to respond to low or nonexistent concentrations of odorant on paper (Phase D, Figure 3 ; Phase Band Session 10, Figure 4 ) much the same as it responded to the lesser quantity during training. Therefore, the relatively high response rate, which it exhibited would be expected. However, the difficulty resides with Test Rat 2, for whom reward odorant was an S-cue. Had this rat been discriminating a low concentration from a high concentration, it also should have responded much like it had been trained to respond to relatively little odorant. But, in this case, the expected response rate should be low, because the odor of hypothesized lesser concentration was R odor, which served as an S-cue commanding a low rate. Clearly, nothing like this occurred.
Alternatively, if reward and non reward odorants are qualitatively different, and perceived as such by the rat, then the high rate of responding by both test rats might simply represent relatively greater control of differential responding by the S-cue, a frequently observed phenomenon in animal discrimination learning (Mackintosh, 1974) . That is, if each test rat primarily learned to inhibit responding to its respective S-odorant, then when presented with any other odorant-be it the S+ cue, transferred papers not preserving the S-cue, or clean papers-the tendency would be to respond as though it were an S+ cue.
Furthermore, the inference of qualitatively different odorants, as opposed to mere quantitative differences, is consistent with the observation that doubling the number of donors contributing to an odorant sample (3 vs. 6) in Experiment 2 had no detectable impact on discrimination in any phase of the experiment. A discrimination based solely on a concentration differential would be more susceptible than a qualitative differential to this increase in odorant. If nonreward and reward treatments yield discriminable quantities nand r, respectively, of the same odorant, and assuming n > r, then a discrimination based on 3n versus 3r could be disrupted by cues of 6n versus 6r, depending on the relative magnitudes of nand r. Such a change amounts to an example of a transposition problem, much investigated in the 1930s. Though transfer of appropriate responding following a shift along a dimension is often evident in transposition, it isn't always. In the present case, increasing confusion of the 6r cue with the prior 3n cue should be evident, at least initially, to the extent the quantity r approaches or exceeds O.Sn. Given no hint of such a disruption, the qualitative differential is favored.
Phase C was a control to be sure food odor following reward of donors, as opposed to the absence of a food odor following nonreward, could not account for the test rats' discriminations. Following removal of the last donor on a nonrewarded trial, two 4S-mg food pellets were placed on the placement-box floor before transporting odorants to the test rats. Although to the experimenter, this created a rather intense odor of food in the placement box and a visible quantity of food where no visible quantity of food crumbs had ever been observed on the floor of the box following reward of donors, as can be seen in Figure 4 , the magnitude of differential responding by each test rat was only reduced by about 30%.
The added food odor may have partially masked non reward odorants, making them more difficult to detect and thus reducing the magnitude of differential responding. Alternatively, the food odor added to nonreward samples may have made the latter perceptually more similar to reward odorants, and by implication one might infer that the reward-odor samples ordinarily contained traces of a food odor. Even in this case, however, food odor versus no-food odor can not be the sole basis of a reward-odor versus non reward-odor discrimination, because (a) adulterating nonreward odorants with food odor failed to eliminate the discrimination, (b) passing air over clean paper devoid of food odor caused Test Rat 1 to exhibit a high response rate (Day 10 in Figure 4) , whereas a low rate had been associated with absence of food odor, and (c) moving the donor-soiled papers prior to passing air over them eliminated discrimination by virtue of a sharp rise in response rate on Strials for both test rats (Phase D in Figure 3 and Phase B in Figure 4) , whereas any disturbance capable of eliminating a critical food odor should have evoked a low rate from Test Rat 1.
The only inference consistent with the behavior of both test rats throughout all phases of these two experiments is that reward and non reward as treatments give rise to distinctive rat-produced, treatmentengendered olfactory components which other rats perceive as qualitatively different. As noted above, the behavior of Test Rat 2 rules out discrimination based solely on a quantitative difference in ratproduced odors, and the behavior of Test Rat 1 rules out a discrimination based on food odor.
Conclusions
Finally, what inferences may be drawn about the relationship between physical properties of the odorants and the rat's perceptual experience of them? Figure 5 presents a schematic model of hypothetical reward and nonreward odorant complexes which accounts for much of the data discussed in this paper. Accordingly, the non rewardand reward-odor complexes are hypothesized to contain qualitatively different components uniquely arising from the reward and nonreward experiences. In addition, the complexes may contain different amounts of an otherwise qualitatively similar odor, characterized here simply as "rat odor," and the nonreward complex may contain the larger quantity of this component, as indicated by the larger circle in Figure 5 . Even this odor could be a complex of gender, species, and perhaps other identifier odors. Such a quantitative differential might result directly from a difference in emissions by rats or might simply be a by-product of differences in activity level in response to the experiences of reward and nonreward. This rat-odor component may be of relatively low volatility, mostly adhering to surfaces, and as a consequence perhaps subject to overshadowing by more salient, volatile odors. This quantitative differential may be what was sampled in the Eslinger et al. (1980) gas chromatographic studies, because the more volatile components might simply have dissipated before the collection procedure could capture them.
In fact, in line with the Eslinger et al. study is the possibility the reward treatment actually suppresses or diminishes rat odor arising from urine. Should such be the case, one would suspect a difference in urine odor on reward and nonreward trials capable of controlling differential responding. The absence of evidence, then, for control of responding by such urine odor differences is interesting. It might be attributed to attentional or stimulus-selection factors. That is, rat urine, seemingly ever-present to the rat, would likely be "latently inhibited" because it is mostly followed by no events of consequence, and attention would turn to more likely signals of important events. (Latent inhibition is discussed in any modern animal learning text or in, e.g., Mackintosh, 1974.) The rapid dissipation of salient high-volatile differential cues when paper flooring is moved from a collection chamber to a test chamber could also partly explain why such a transfer in the Taylor and Ludvigson (1987) study caused the odor discrimination to collapse. Though the rat might be capable of discriminating different concentrations of rat odor under appropriate conditions, such a discrimination might be difficult if high-volatile components of differing qualities are present.
The model's postulation of a qualitative difference in a component of the two odor complexes, reflected in a difference in shape of the nonreward and reward odorants in Figure 5 , arises from compelling evidence for such a qualitative difference discussed above. These components are likely more volatile than the rat-odor component. In a relatively closed environment they should be available in the air to a rat introduced into that environment, and they _should be readily transportable by air-transfer as demonstrated in the Taylor and Ludvigson (1987) study. Such components would not, however, be reflected in gas chromatograms sampled from transported paper flooring and may explain why Eslinger et al. (1980) failed to find chromatographic evidence for a qualitative differential.
